
Example: No, I’m not going out. mild

Yahoo! Sam has got us entry passes for the premier show.1)

Watch the caterpillar transforming into a beautiful butter"y. Voila!2)

Ahh! The massage feels so relaxing.3)

Shh! Don’t shout. The baby is sleeping.4)

Oh, I completely forgot to wish her on her birthday today.5)

Hey, can you for once listen to your parents and act accordingly?6)

Yesterday, you played fantastically against the champions. 

Congratulations! 

7)

Hello, I am just not interested in your plans and ideas.8)

Thanks, we might not be able to join you in the celebrations.9)

Oh dear! It looks like I have left the wallet in the cab. 10)
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Underline the interjection in each sentence, and write if it’s a mild or strong

interjection.
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Example: No, I’m not going out. mild

Yahoo! Sam has got us entry passes for the premier show.1) strong

Watch the caterpillar transforming into a beautiful butter"y. Voila!2) strong

Ahh! The massage feels so relaxing.3) strong

Shh! Don’t shout. The baby is sleeping.4) strong

Oh, I completely forgot to wish her on her birthday today.5) mild

Hey, can you for once listen to your parents and act accordingly?6) mild

Yesterday, you played fantastically against the champions. 

Congratulations! 

7) strong

Hello, I am just not interested in your plans and ideas.8) mild

Thanks, we might not be able to join you in the celebrations.9) mild

Oh dear! It looks like I have left the wallet in the cab. 10) strong
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Answer Key

Underline the interjection in each sentence, and write if it’s a mild or strong

interjection.
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